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WE HACKED OURSELVES
More and more people take creativity into their own hands. By
redesigning and tweaking, they customise products to give them
personality and make them something of their own. At IKEA, we
embrace this movement. So when looking at developing our own
range, we took a bold step and asked the Dutch designer duo Scholten
& Baijings to take on some of our most popular classics. We let the
stability and reliability of our beloved KLIPPAN and POÄNG meet
modernity with trendy and colourful elements in a very recognisable
Scholten & Baijings way.
The result is LYSKRAFT, a series of accessories designed to bring new
life to KLIPPAN and POÄNG, together with brand new products that
revive your home.
LYSKRAFT – IKEA classics, hacked by Scholten & Baijings.
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MEET SCHOLTEN
& BAIJINGS
The paths of Dutch duo Stefan Scholten and Carole Baijings crossed
in the late 90s when Stefan, who had just graduated from the famous
Design Academy Eindhoven, was asked to plan a small lounge for a
creative society club where Carole was working as an assistant director.
A few years later, in 2000, the couple founded their own workshop,
Scholten & Baijings, Studio for Design. Based in Amsterdam, Stefan
and Carole are now occupying a space in a historical building with a
lovely big garden, next to the Amsterdam Rijksmuseum.
Over the last two decades, Stefan and Carole have moved seamlessly
across a wide range of products, ranging from furniture and porcelain
to graphic and exhibition design. Their work is defined by their
perception of functional products in combination with the use of colours
and patterns, as well as delicate attention to detail.
With their unique approach, they designed a limited edition collection
and brought new life to a few IKEA classics – KLIPPAN and POÄNG.
They created LYSKRAFT – a collection of renewed IKEA classics by
Scholten & Baijings.
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03.

HACKING & DIY
Our products have always been made for everyone. And everyone has
always taken the opportunity to express themselves through our products
– by modification or customisation, repurposing or DIY. Altering IKEA
products to fit your personality and the soul of your home may be described
in many ways, but commonly goes by the name of ‘IKEA hacking’.
It’s such a widespread phenomenon that entire websites are dedicated to
it, with thousands upon thousands of hacks, and the #ikeahacks tag on
Instagram has over 160,000 posts. With LYSKRAFT, we want to celebrate
the passion and fuel inspiring creativity around the globe.
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LYSKRAFT
Celebrating creativity, curiosity and the DIY movement, IKEA and
Scholten & Baijings have hacked KLIPPAN and POÄNG, creating new
accessories that make it easy for everyone to repurpose one of our
most classic sofas and bring new variety into the POÄNG family. In
the collection, two quilted covers along with beautifully designed new
legs, are available for KLIPPAN, together with three POÄNG chairs in
new colours and quilted covers. The new quilting technique adds an
exclusive touch, and the soft shapes and clean pops of colour make
LYSKRAFT distinct. The duo also designed glassware made from
pressed glass, alongside napkins and melamine trays.
The LYSKRAFT collection captures the meeting between modernity
and two of the most beloved IKEA classics. A hybrid of stability and
reliability with trendy and colourful elements.
The products are designed with a keen eye for detail. Sitting on the
furniture pieces reveals extra colours and surprising detailing. The
latter also applies to the graphics on the trays and napkins. They all
have their own patterns that fit perfectly into the total collection, and
complement each other when used together.
The strong graphic expression by Scholten & Baijings runs like a thread
through the collection, which frames the modern design.
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05. PR E S S R E L E A S E

IKEA goes DIY as Scholten & Baijings
hacks classic pieces in a new collaboration
The new LYSKRAFT collection embraces the worldwide phenomenon
of IKEA hacking. Renowned Dutch designer duo Scholten & Baijings
has redesigned the IKEA classics KLIPPAN and POÄNG in a new
collaboration. With additional accessories, the limited edition
collection celebrates the DIY community and will be launched in
August 2018.

Revisting iconic pieces is no easy task. But Carole and Stefan didn’t
hesitate when they were given the opportunity. ‘When IKEA approached
us with the idea for the collection, it immediately sparked our curiosity.
Reimagining classics that are found in so many homes all over the world
has been a truly inspiring and challenging process for us. We’ve both loved
working on this project,’ says Carole.

‘Inspired by people’s creativity that is seen in IKEA-hack communities,
we’ve created the new LYSKRAFT collection. Stefan and Carole both embed
the type of curiosity and playfulness that we wanted to celebrate. Together
we’ve captured the essence of the IKEA functionality, quality, design and
value,’ says Michael Nikolic, Creative Leader at IKEA.

The designer duo uses unconventional methods, something that came in
handy in the collaboration: ‘Our design process is a bit different compared
to others. We work more like artists, as we always try new routes and
approaches, keeping our process creative and dynamic. Our approach
worked very well with the idea for the collection, as it celebrates this very
sense of creativity,’ explains Carole.

‘Working with IKEA is an honour and we were both excited when they
approached us for a collaboration. As a child from the 80s, I have grown up
with IKEA. My family moved 8 times before I turned 17. It was always a joy
going to the IKEA stores and buying new furniture for my new rooms. IKEA
was always around and has brought their own stories and relationships to
their design. It feels great to become part of it,’ says Stefan Scholten.
‘The process has been very open minded and we were given all the
freedom we needed to explore our ideas. IKEA is such a huge company, so
we are very thankful for their trust in us, and we are proud of the result.
We think all the hard work paid off in the end,’ says Carole Baijings. ’The
collection carries our personal signature and is bursting with colours. The
pressed glass collection is our highlight because it’s completely different
from what’s on the market today.’
An artistic approach
‘Hacking and DIY are trends that continue to grow. More and more people
take creativity into their own hands, loving to remake and renew. And so
do we at IKEA. The hackers are an inspiration to us, and with LYSKRAFT
we feel it’s our time to show we got inspired by them,’ says Michael Nikolic,
Creative Leader at IKEA.
© Inter IKEA Systems B.V. 2018

From old classics to new classics
LYSKRAFT is a limited edition collection with new products and accessories
for the IKEA classics KLIPPAN and POÄNG, hacked by Scholten & Baijings.
‘All IKEA design collaborations feel special to us, and this is no exception.
Stefan and Carole have created something truly unique and inspiring. The
collaboration shows how diverse our products really are when you turn an
old classic into a new classic,’ says Michael Nikolic, Creative Leader at IKEA.
The final collection launches in August 2018 and both Stefan and Carole are
proud of their work: ‘We didn’t know where the process would take us, but
when we got there we both felt very excited about the results. LYSKRAFT is
all we wanted it to be and we feel very honoured to think that the collection
is soon going to find its way into so many people’s homes. We’re proud to
be part of the IKEA collection,’ says Stefan.
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POÄNG armchair CHF 149.–
Orange/Lyskraft orange
392.610.77
KLIPPAN 2-seat sofa CHF 329.–
Lyckebyn dark grey
092.623.04

POÄNG
armchair

CHF 149.–

KLIPPAN
2-seat sofa

CHF 329.–
© Inter IKEA Systems B.V. 2018
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LYSKRAFT
leg, 4 pack

CHF 30.–

Our design process
is a bit different
compared to
others. We work
more like artists
as we always
try new routes
and approaches,
keeping our
process creative
and dynamic.
- Carole Baijings
© Inter IKEA Systems B.V. 2018
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LYSKRAFT trays
Ø32cm CHF 4.95/each
903.874.22
Ø43cm CHF 6.95/each
803.877.43
Ø56cm CHF 12.95/each
303.877.45
LYSKRAFT glassware
Bowl CHF 2.95 104.128.21
Glass CHF 1.50 15cl.
004.127.08 Glass CHF 1.95
20cl. 004.127.13 Side plate
CHF 2.95 004.128.26
© Inter IKEA Systems B.V. 2018

LYSKRAFT
bowl

CHF 2.95
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KLIPPAN cover
two-seat sofa CHF 139.–
Lyckebyn beige 403.816.20
LYSKRAFT leg CHF 30.–/4 pack
Orange 503.842. 89
Yellow-green 703.842.88
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LYSKRAFT
leg, 4 pack

CHF 30.–
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PRODUCTS

POÄNG armchair cushion
CHF 99.–

POÄNG armchair cushion
CHF 99.–

POÄNG armchair cushion
CHF 99.–

POÄNG armchair frame
CHF 50.–

POÄNG armchair frame
CHF 50.–

POÄNG armchair frame
CHF 50.–

LYSKRAFT leg
CHF 30.–/4 pack

LYSKRAFT leg
CHF 30.–/4 pack

Cover: 100% cotton. Designer:
S Scholten/C Baijings. L140×W60cm. 5.5cm thick. Lyskraft
blue/grey.

Cover: 100% cotton. Designer:
S Scholten/C Baijings. L140×W60cm. 5.5cm thick. Lyskraft
yellow.

Cover: 100% cotton. Designer:
S Scholten/C Baijings. L140×W60cm. 5.5cm thick. Lyskraft
orange.

Stained, clear lacquered birch
veneer. Designer: Noboru
Nakamura. W68×D82, H100cm.
Blue/grey.

Stained, clear lacquered birch
veneer. Designer: Noboru
Nakamura. W68×D82, H100cm.
Yellow.

Stained, clear lacquered birch
veneer. Designer: Noboru
Nakamura. W68×D82, H100cm.
Orange.

Stained, clear lacquered solid
birch. Designer: S Scholten/C
Baijings. Ø7, H10cm. Blue/grey.

Stained, clear lacquered solid
birch. Designer: S Scholten/C
Baijings. Ø7, H10cm. White birch.

704.104.90

504.104.91

304.104.92

203.833.28

803.833.30

003.833.29

003.851.49

903.842.87

LYSKRAFT leg
CHF 30.–/4 pack

LYSKRAFT leg
CHF 30.–/4 pack

KLIPPAN 2-seat sofa
CHF 329.–

KLIPPAN 2-seat sofa
CHF 329.–

LYSKRAFT paper napkin
CHF 2.95/20 pack

LYSKRAFT paper napkin
CHF 2.95/20 pack

LYSKRAFT paper napkin
CHF 2.95/20 pack

LYSKRAFT tray
CHF 12.95

Stained, clear lacquered solid
birch. Designer: S Scholten/C
Baijings. Ø7, H10cm. Yellow-green.

Stained, clear lacquered solid
birch. Designer: S Scholten/C
Baijings. Ø7, H10cm. Orange.

LYSKRAFT legs are sold separately. Cover: 100% cotton.
W180×D88, H66cm. Lyckebyn
dark grey.

Paper. Designer: S Scholten/C
Baijings. L33×W33cm. Yellow.

Paper. Designer: S Scholten/C
Baijings. L33×W33cm. Red.

Paper. Designer: S Scholten/C
Baijings. L33×W33cm. Green.

803.872.05

103.872.04

603.872.06

High-pressure melamine laminate. Designer: S Scholten/C
Baijings. Ø56cm. Red.

503.842.89

LYSKRAFT legs are sold separately. Cover: 100% cotton.
W180×D88, H66cm. Lyckebyn
beige.
992.622.86

092.623.04

LYSKRAFT tray
CHF 4.95

LYSKRAFT tray
CHF 6.95

LYSKRAFT glass
CHF 1.50

LYSKRAFT glass
CHF 1.95

LYSKRAFT bowl
CHF 2.95

LYSKRAFT side plate
CHF 2.95

High-pressure melamine laminate. Designer: S Scholten/C
Baijings. Ø32cm. Yellow.

High-pressure melamine laminate. Designer: S Scholten/C
Baijings. Ø43cm. Green.

Glass. Designer: S Scholten/C
Baijings. 15cl.

Glass. Designer: S Scholten/C
Baijings. 20cl.

Glass. Designer: S Scholten/C
Baijings. Ø14, H4.5cm.

Frosted glass. Designer: S
Scholten/C Baijings. Ø23cm.

903.874.22

803.877.43

004.127.08

004.127.13

104.128.21

004.128.26

703.842.88
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CONTACT
Manuel Rotzinger | IKEA AG
Müslistrasse 16
8957 Spreitenbach
E-Mail manuel.rotzinger@ikea.com
Phone +41 79 887 29 34
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